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Abstract. We introduce the class of freezing cellular automata (CA):
those where the state of a cell can only increase according to some or-
der on states. It contains some well-studied examples like the bootstrap
percolation CA or “life without death”, but here we aim at studying the
class as a whole and deriving general properties of freezing CA. Our fo-
cus is mainly on the complexity of these CA and we show that, if their
definition imposes strong constraints on their possible dynamics, they
still can produce complex computational behaviors, even in dimension
1. Our main results are that the prediction problem of these CA can be
P-complete in dimension 2 or more, but is always NL in dimension 1.
Moreover its communication complexity is always at mostO(nd−1 log(n))
in dimension d (while it can be Ω(nd) for a CA in general). As another
dimension-sensitive property, we show that the nilpotency problem is
decidable in dimension 1 but not in higher dimension. Finally, although
simpler, we show that one-dimensional freezing CA can still be Turing
universal.
1 Definition and Examples
A cellular automaton of dimension d and state set Q is a map F acting on the
set of configuration QZ
d
in a continuous and translation invariant way (see [5]).
Equivalently, it can be define locally by a neighborhood V (a finite subset of Zd)
and a local transition function f : QV → Q as follows:
∀z ∈ Zd, F (c)z = f
(
c
∣∣
z+V
)
.
In this paper we focus on a particular class of CA defined by a simple condi-
tion on its local transition function as follows.
Definition 1. A CA F is a freezing CA, for some (partial) order ≥ on states,
if the state of any cell can only increase, i.e.
F (c)z ≥ cz
for any configuration c and any cell z.
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In a freezing CA, a cell can change at most a finite number of time during its
evolutions, precisely at most n−1 times for a CA with n states. Conversely, a CA
with a uniformly bounded number of state change at each cell is not necessarily
freezing. For instance, the following nilpotent CA over {0, 1, 2} is not freezing:
f(a, b) =
{
1 if b = 0
2 else.
because both 2→ 1 and 1→ 2 are possible state changes in one cell (but after
2 steps all cells are in state 2).
However, it is easy to simulate any CA with state set Q and at most k
changes per cell by a freezing CA on Q× {0, . . . , k}: the {0, . . . , k} component is
increased each time the original CA generate a state change in the Q component,
and when the value k is reached, any state change is prohibited. The resulting
CA is freezing for the order  on states Q× {0, . . . , k} defined by:
(q, i)  (q′, j)⇔ q = q′ ∧ i ≤ j
CA with a bounded number of state change have been as language recognizer
[14] (see also [9] for CA with bounded communications). Here we study freezing
CA as dynamical systems.
Particular freezing cellular automata have already been considered in the
literature, in particular the threshold growth models in 2D [3]: they are CA
with states 0, 1 where 0 becomes 1 if the number of 1s in the neighborhood is
above some threshold, and 1s stay unchanged forever. They were in particular
considered as theoretical models of bootstrap percolation and a lot of work was
dedicated to the experimental and rigorous analysis of the phase transitions they
exhibit (see for instance [6]).
Another freezing 2D CA with 2 states called “life without death” receive a
lot of attention and was in particular shown P -complete [4].
Finally, other well-studied models which are not exactly deterministic cellular
automata but of similar kind fulfill the freezing paradigm, for instance:
– self-assembly tilings [12]: tiles are added in empty places but never removed;
– SIR epidemic propagation models [1]: a Susceptible person can become
Infected, and then Recover and acquire immunity so that it nether goes
back to susceptible or infected states.
2 Basic Dynamical Properties
The family of freezing CA is closed under iterations, Cartesian product, sub-
automaton, local factor and grouping, but not under composition by shifts: the
identity automaton is freezing, but the shift automaton is not.
The main property of these CA is that they progressively “freeze” any initial
configuration.
Proposition 1. Given a freezing CA F and any configuration c, the sequence(
F t(c)
)
t
converges in the Cantor metric to some limit configuration F∞(c) which
is a fixed point for F .
Proof. Since the state of any cell can only increase, each cell can only change
its state a finite number of times. Therefore, starting from configuration x, for
any n ≥ 0 there exists a time t such that no cell at distance n from the center
will change of state after time t. This is equivalent to the convergence of the
sequence
(
F t(x)
)
t
. 
This “freezing” behavior is intrinsically irreversible except in the trivial case
of the identity.
Proposition 2. If a freezing CA is surjective then it is the identity map.
Proof (Proof sketch). Suppose that F is a freeezing CA which is not the identity
map. Then there must exist two configurations c and d such that F (c) = d but
c0 6= d0. Let’s choose such a pair (c, d) that minimizes (for the order ≤ on states)
the state d0. Because F is freezing, we have c0 ≤ d0. Having chosen d0 minimal,
this implies that for any c′, d′ with F (c′) = d′ and d′0 = c0, we must also have
c′0 = c0.
Therefore, state c0 can only be produced from state c0 but in at least one
context (appearing in configuration c), c0 changes to another state (d0): the CA
F cannot be balanced and therefore is not surjective [10]. 
Proposition 1 says that every orbit converges to a fixed point. This does
not imply that the limit set is made of fixed points, however we can prove the
following proposition which is not true for CA in general.
Proposition 3. Let F be a freezing CA which is not nilpotent. Then it possesses
two distinct fixed points.
Proof. Let M be a maximal state for the order ≤ on states coming from the
freezingness of F , and denote by cM the uniform configuration everywhere equal
to M . Since F is freezing, cM must be a fixed point for F . Now, since F is not
nilpotent, for any t ≥ 0, there is some configuration ct such that F t(ct)0 6=M .
Because F is freezing, for any fixed k ≥ 0, the value of the cells at distance k
of the center can change at most φ(k) times in any orbit. Therefore choosing
t > φ(k), there must be some step t′ ≤ t in the orbit of ct at which these cells
do not change, formally:
∀i, ‖i‖ ≤ k ⇒ F t′(ct)i = F t′+1(ct)i.
Denote by dk = F t
′
(ct). For any k we have:
– ∀i, ‖i‖ ≤ k, F (dk)(i) = dk(i)
– dk(0) 6=M (because F t(ct)0 6=M , F is freezing and M is a maximal state).
By compactness, we can extract a limit point d from the sequence (dk)k. Finally,
by the properties of the dk stated above, we have: F (d) = d and d 6= cM . 
As a corollary, we get the following dimension-sensitive decidability result.
Theorem 1. The nilpotency problem for freezing CA is:
– decidable (in polynomial time) for 1D CA;
– undecidable for CA in higher dimension.
Proof. First, in dimension 2 and more, the classical proof of undecidability of
nilpotency (see [7]) works without any modification for freezing CA: given a
Wang tile set, we build a freezing CA with a spreading error state, that checks
locally if the configuration is a valid tiling and produces the error state in case
of local error detection. This CA is nilpotent if and only if the tile set does not
tile the plane.
In dimension 1, from Proposition 3, we know that nilpotency is equivalent to
the following first-order property
∀x∀y(x = F (x) ∧ y = F (y))⇒ x = y).
From [13], it follows that it is decidable. 
3 Computational Complexity
Definition 2. Let F be any CA of radius r and dimension d. The prediction
problem PREDF is defined as follows:
– input: a square pattern u of size (2rt+ 1)d
– ouput: the state F t(u)
Proposition 4. 2D freezing CA are Turing-universal and there exists a 2D
freezing CA with a P-complete prediction problem.
Proof. Any 1D CA F with states Q and neighborhood V can be simulated by
a 2D freezing CA with states Q ∪ {∗} as follow. Let V ′ = {(v,−1) : v ∈ V }. A
cell in a state from Q never changes. A cell in states ∗ look at cells in its V ′
neighborhood: if they are all in a state from Q then it updates to the state given
by applying F on them, otherwise it stays ∗. Starting from a all-∗ configuration
except on one horizontal line where it is a Q-configuration c0, this 2D freezing
CA will compute step by step the space-time diagram of F on configuration c0.
The proposition follows. 
The following result for freezing CA was present in [14] in a different formal-
ism for bounded-change CA.
Proposition 5. The prediction problem of any 1D freezing CA is NLOGSPACE.
Proof (Proof sketch). Consider (without loss of generality) a 1D freezing CA F
of radius 1 with k states. To know that F gives state q after n steps on some
input u of size 2n+ 1 it is sufficient to guess a sequence of 2n+ 1 columns of
states (Ci)−n≤i≤n, where Ci is of height n− |i|+ 1, and to check that they form
a (triangular) valid space-time diagram of F on input u that leads to state q
(last letter of C0).
The key observation is that, since F is freezing, at most k changes of state
can occur in any column, hence a column of height n can be represented in
space O(log(n)) (constant list of changes, each given by the time step at which
it occurs and the new state).
We give the non-deterministic LOGSPACE algortihm to solve the prediction
problem of F :
– initialization: guess columns C−n and C−n+1 and set current position to
−n+ 1;
– main loop: if at current position p, guess column Cp+1 with the condition
Cp+1[0] = up+1 and check that each position in Cp is compatible with the
neighboring columns Cp−1 and Cp+1, formally, for all i with 0 ≤ i < |Cp|
check that f(Cp−1[i], Cp[i], Cp+1[i]) = Cp[i+ 1] where f is the local function
of F ; increment current position;
– termination: if current position is n+ 1 return C0[n]
Note that the compatibility test between neighboring columns in the main loop
can be done using the compact log-space representation of columns. 
Theorem 2. 1D freezing CA are Turing-universal.
Proof. Any k-counter Minsky machine [11] with states Q can be simulated by a
1D freezing CA encoding the evolution of both the state and counter values on
signals moving through the space-time diagram, one transition per space unit.
The control of the machine is represented as a signal of equation 0 6 y− 2x 6 1
where both cells in column x carry the state of the counter machine and an
emptiness flag for each counter at time x. Each of the k counters is represented
as a signal of the same slope so that the distance to the control in column x
encodes the value of the counter at time x. A counter can easily be tested for
equality to zero. Incrementation corresponds to a local deceleration of the signal
and decrementation to a local acceleration. Incrementation, decrementation or
no-operations decisions are carried from the control to the counter as a simple
vertical signal. Such a simulation can be implemented by a CA with neigh-
borhood {−1, 0} and 1 + 8|Q| + (3 + 3 + 1)k states, as depicted on Fig. 1. The
Turing-universality is then a consequence of the universality of Minsky machines.
To see that the constructed CA is indeed freezing, let us consider a typical
column in the simulation: blank symbols are followed by the two control states,
followed by k independent counter column. Each counter column contains an
operation followed by one to three counter encoding followed by a new blank
symbol. A partial order is naturally derived from there where the independent
counter columns are treated by a product order. 
2++w -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
2++ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(+-) 2++w -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(+-) 2++ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(+-) (+-) 2++w -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(+-) (+-) 2++ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(k-) (+-) (+-) 2++w -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(C-) (+-) (+-) 2++ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(c-) (+-) (+-) (+-) 2++w -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(.c) (k-) (+-) (+-) 2++ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(..) (Cc) (+-) (+-) (+-) 2++w -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(..) (c.) (+c) (+-) (+-) 2++ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(..) (..) (k.) (+c) (+-) (+-) 2++w -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(..) (..) (C.) (+.) (+c) (+-) 2++ -- -- -- -- -- -- --
(..) (..) (c.) (+.) (+.) (+c) (+-) 2++w -- -- -- -- -- --
(..) (..) (..) (k.) (+.) (+.) (+c) 2++ -- -- -- -- -- --
(..) (..) (..) (C.) (+.) (+.) (+.) (+c) 2++w -- -- -- -- --
(..) (..) (..) (c.) (+.) (+.) (+.) (+.) 2+z -- -- -- -- --
(..) (..) (..) (..) (k.) (+.) (+.) (+.) ( .) 0+zw -- -- -- --
(..) (..) (..) (..) (C.) (+.) (+.) (+.) ( .) 0+z -- -- -- --
(..) (..) (..) (..) (c.) (+.) (+.) (+.) ( .) (-.) 1+zw -- -- --
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (k.) (+.) (+.) ( .) (-.) 1+z -- -- --
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (C.) (+.) (+.) ( .) (-.) (-C) 0++w -- --
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (c.) (+.) (+.) ( .) (-.) (-c) 0++ -- --
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (k.) (+.) ( .) (-.) (-.) (-C) 1++w --
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (C.) (+.) ( .) (-.) (-.) (-c) 1++ --
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (c.) (+.) ( .) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-k) 0++w
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (k.) ( .) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-C) 0++
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (C.) ( .) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-c) (- )
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (c.) ( .) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-C)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (C.) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-c)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (c.) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-.)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (c.) (-.) (-.) (-.) (-.)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (c.) (-.) (-.) (-.)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (c.) (-.) (-.)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (c.) (-.)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (c.)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..)
(..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..) (..)
Fig. 1. A 1D freezing CA simulating a 2-CM
4 Communication complexity
Communication complexity was introduced by Yao [15] to study distributed
computing. We first briefly recall the classical definition of communication com-
plexity for any function (see [8] for general reference), and then apply it to the
prediction problem of cellular automata (for more details see [2]). The goal of
this section is to show that freezing CA have a lower communication complexity
than CA in general.
Consider a function f : A×B → C where A, B and C are finite sets. The
communication complexity of f is the amount of information that need to be
exchanged in the worst case between two parties (say Alice and Bob) in order
to decide the value f(x, y) when one of the parties knows only x and the other
only y (both know f and they have unlimited computing power). Intuitively,
the communication complexity of f is defined as the cost of the best protocol
that solves f . A protocol is an agreement between the two parties on how to
communicate by rounds until one knows the correct value f(x, y). The cost of
a protocol is the total amount of information (in bits) exchanged in the worst
case over all inputs. We refer to [8, 2] for more precise definitions.
For any CA F we consider the communication complexity of the prediction
problem by dividing the space into two parts through an hyperplane: given some
i, Alice has access to all cells whose first coordinate is less than i and Bob to all
the others. The upper-bound that we give does not depend on this choice of i.
Theorem 3. For any freezing CA F of dimension d the communication com-
plexity of PREDF on inputs of size nd is O
(
nd−1 log(n)
)
.
Proof (Proof sketch). Let r be the radius of F . The cells that Alice and Bob
respectively have access to are separated by an hyperplane at position i. We
distinguish two zones of the space that play an important role: the A-zone is
the set of cells (known by Alice) between the hyperplane at position i − r and
the one at position i, the B-zone is the set of cells (known by Bob) between
hyperplane i and i + r. The general idea is that Alice (resp. Bob) only needs
to know the content of the B-zone (resp. A-zone) in addition to its own cells in
order to correctly compute one step of F on its part of the space. The protocol
is as follows: first, as an initialization step, Alice and Bob exchange the content
of the A and B-zones and initialize their time counter at 0. Then, they repeat
as much as necessary the following loop:
1. Alice (resp. Bob) separately compute the evolution step by step on its own
half-space supposing that nothing changes in the B-zone (resp. A-zone)
and until a state change is observed in the A-zone (resp. B-zone);
2. Alice (resp. Bob) send a “diff report” which contains the time step reached
and the list of cell changes that occurred in its A-zone (resp. B-zone);
3. Alice (and symmetrically for Bob) receives the other “diff report” and updates
its knowledge as follows:
– sets its time counter as the min tm of the time values present in the two
reports;
– if the time in the received diff report is strictly larger than her own time,
then ignore the report and keep its previous knowledge of the B-zone,
otherwise updates her knowledge of the B-zone according to the diff
report;
– if the time in the received diff report is strictly smaller than her own
time, then revert its knowledge of her half-space to what it was at time
tm (which she can do without any further information from Bob).
This protocol allows Alice and Bob to correctly compute the evolution of F as
far as they need (without even supposing that it is freezing) and thus allows
to solve the prediction problem of F . Indeed, the fact that they retrospectively
jump back in time to the step of the first change in the A/B-zones ensures
that the hypothesis of no change in the A/B-zone is correct for all the retained
computation steps.
Let’s now upper bound its cost on an input of size nd:
– the initialization costs O(nd−1) (the sizes of the A-zone and the B-zone
restricted to the input are nd−1);
– each cell change notification in the diff reports costs at most O(log(n))
(log(n) for the time step, O(log(n)) for communicating the position of the
cell, a constant to describe the new state);
– since F is freezing, the total number of changes in the A-zone and B-zone is
O(nd−1) (each cell can change a constant number of times).
Therefore the total cost of the protocol is at most O
(
nd−1 log(n)
)
. 
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